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On March 30 a mass meeting of Indians was held at the Hamidia
Islamic Society's Hall, Johannesburg, to protest against Justice
Searle's pronouncement in the case of Bai Mariam. "It will become
the bounden duty of the community, for the protection of its woman-
hood and its honour, to adopt passive resistance," declared Gandhi.
The new Immigration Bill was published in the Union Gazette
Extraordinary on April 12. It thoroughly disappointed Gandhi. He
observed: "The bill is worse than its predecessor and fails in mate-
rial respects to give effect to the Provisional Settlement. The bill
confirms the suspicion that the Government only want to give us
what they must, that they wish ill even to those who have established
rights in the Union, and that by hook or by crook, they want to com-
pass our ruin. In carrying this ruthless policy they have gone as far as
they dare. If the bill becomes law, it will whittle away some of our
cherished and existing lights and make our position, insecure as it
already is, doubly so. Unless the Government yield and amend the
bill materially, passive resistance must revive and with it, all the old
miseries, sorrows and sufferings. Houses re-established must be broken
up. We must learn the lesson again of finding pleasure in pain.9*
In the first week of May the Transvaal Indian Women's Associa-
tion sent a telegram to the Minister of the Interior stating that they
would offer passive resistance, and in common with the male mem-
bers of the community suffer imprisonment rather than suffer the
indignity to which the Searle judgement subjected them.
In Indian Opinion dated May 3, Gandhi wrote : "In spite of the bill
being rushed forward a stage further, we imagine that it will never
reach the third reading stage. But it is well for passive resisters to keep
themselves in readiness. It is to be hoped that, if struggle is revived,
the impending third campaign will be the purest, the last and the
most brilliant of all. We share the belief with Thoreau, that one true
passive resister is enough to win a victory for right. Right is on our
side. It could not be on the side of the Government that had no
regard for their sacred pledges* And we have many true passive
resisters. We would all fail to satisfy the definition of an ideal passive
resister, but we feel sure that the community contains many who
would approach the ideal as nearly as is possible for mortals to do.
On such rests great duty."
In June the Immigrants' Regulation Bill was passed. Undismayed
Gandhi opened fresh negotiations for compromise. On September 13

